INSAR 2023 On-Demand Panels

The following panels from the INSAR 2023 Annual Meeting will be available through INSAR’s On Demand Event beginning Monday, June 5.

*The dates listed above the panel sessions are the dates the panels were held at the meeting.*

**Thursday, May 4**

Panel 201  Advancing Understanding of Repetitive Behaviours: From Nosology and Assessment to Neurobiology to Treatment

Panel 202  Executive Functions in Early Development

Panel 203  I Am Not an "Other": Cross-Cultural Representation and Health of Indigenous, Immigrant, or Puerto Rican Autistic Individuals in Health Services Data

Panel 204  Resting State EEG in Autism and Related Genetic Syndromes

Panel 205  Promoting the Quality of Intervention Science; Reporting Standards and Criteria for Autism Journals

Panel 206  Genetic Research in Autism: What Are the Implications and How Should We Involve the Autism Community?

**Friday, May 5**

Panel 207  Conceptual Approaches to Addressing Heterogeneity in Autism

Panel 208  The Behavioral and Neurobiological Basis of Impaired Memory in ASD: The Heterogeneous Patterns and Interventions

Panel 209  Breaking Down Barriers to Research for Children with Genetic Disorders, Intellectual Disability, or Communication Challenges

Panel 210  Using Electrophysiology to Derive Translational Phenotypes in Genetic Models of Autism

Panel 213  Inclusion in Research on Early Identification and Intervention: Finding the Common Ground

Panel 214  Parent-Child Dynamics and Emotion Regulation in Families of Autistic Children

Panel 216  Improving Services for Externalizing Behaviors: Correlates, Unmet Needs, and Potential Service Solutions

Panel 217  Current Directions and Diverse Perspectives on Pre-Diagnostic Supports, Begun Very Early in Life, for Infants More Likely to be Autistic

Panel 218  Individual Variability in Sensory Processing and Developmental Links to Autism: Interdisciplinary Findings from Infancy to Adulthood.
Saturday May 6

Panel 219  Autistic Ageing: Cognitive Changes, Self-Perceptions, and Medication Profiles

Panel 220  Bridging the Gaps: Behavior, Genetic Variation, and Genome Function in ASD

Panel 221  Access to Autism Diagnosis, Services, and Knowledge in Diverse Settings: Using Qualitative and Participatory Research to Understand the Experiences of Under-Represented and Under-Served Families

Panel 222  Assessment, Development, and Intervention Findings Related to Aggressive Behavior in Autistic Youth with a Range of Cognitive Functioning

Panel 223  Family Echo: From Surviving to Thriving!

Panel 224  Sleep and Sensory Processing in Autism: Translational Insights

Panel 225  Oxytocin Therapy for Autism: An Overview of the State-of-the-Art and Future Directions to Take

Panel 226  Respect Diversity: How to Realize Social Inclusion for Autistic Children at School

Panel 228  Obstetric Care and Pregnancy Experiences Among Autistic People

Panel 229  Understanding Trauma in Autism: Triggers, Clinical Manifestation, and Underlying Mechanisms